Cape Romain Lighthouse Tour
May 2009 (Flip camera shots)

1. Welcome to McClellanville sign, wide then cu
2. CU Welcome sign then pan right to Lighthouses info
3. WS water with shrimp boats in bkg
4. Ferry boat coming to dock
5. People lined up waiting to board
6. Captain instructing about two boats—good SOT
7. Passengers being seated aboard Island Cat
8. Getting aboard the smaller skiff
9. On skiff with Will…taking off, he gives some instructions…watch hats
10. Shot of passengers
11. Will points out two lighthouses in distance…starts on me, see him then pans
12. Skiff moving along…shot of water along the side
13. Skiff moving…pan to side, to captain, back to front
14. Shot of Lighthouse expert…Tommy Graham…hair blowing back
15. Me, Alesia, Tommy Graham…going fast
16. Shot off to side…see two lights in the distance
17. Lighthouses in the distance
18. Lighthouses in distance, getting closer
19. Tall lighthouse closer
20. Getting off the skiff
21. Walking single file…tall light in bkg
22. Walking through thick shrubbery…see both lights
23. CU of sign with small light in bkg…then pans over and up tall light…shot of ground…cam left running…shots of Tommy Graham talking…
24. Walking behind Tommy to red light…he points out where houses were
25. CU Tommy…ask him about animals…snakes…talks about goat
26. This one dates back to 1827…then see inside of light…goat skeleton…
27. Inside red light…see goat remains…and 1827 carving above door…shots up and swirling
28. Following Tommy…missed snake.I say to Alesia
29. Nice pan down from red light to Tommy and group and over to well structure
30. Vertical shots of tall light and Tommy talking to group
31. Tommy talking about Civil War era, blockade runners
32. From top of tall lighthouse stairs, scan horizon, look down, see steps
33. See Wildlife refuge sign and tall lighthouse in bkgr, pan to small one, back to tall
34. Stand up of me talking about thunder, lightning, maybe having to hide
35. People standing on tall light steps
36. Opening heavy door to tall light, then going in for a look…then Tommy talks about shute thing, and metal weights…
37. Old well handle
38. Vertical shot of tall light
39. Vertical shot of tall light then pan right to red light
40. Shot of threatening skies
41. Distant shot of two lights from far away beach
42. Long shot with tall light in middle
43. Ferry coming in to pick us up
44. Tall light framed between two wooden pillar remains
45. Two lights from beach
46. Vertical shot of two lights
47. Vertical of two lights
48. Vertical of two lights
49. Alesia walking to boat and 49B
50. Shot from on boat of people and in bkg see lighthouses
51. Inside boat, going back to pick up two stragglers
52. Shot of shells, etc on boat
53. Shots of two lights from boat...picking up two stragglers...much banter
54. Going back to dock...see some dolphins alongside...boat tied to ferry
55. More dolphins
56. Guy above Island Cat on ferry...looking down at us...cups mouth to say s'thing
57. Looking ahead from back of boat as we cruise home.
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